Bedbugs!
DON’T PANIC!
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Infestations occur
Favorite hiding places
Handy tools
Female Biology

- Lays 1-5 eggs a day
- 200-500 eggs in a life time
- Eggs hatch in 6-10 days
- Lives 10-18 months depending on conditions

40 bugs in May

5904 Bed bugs in November
What do you do if you get Bug Beds???

Don’t Panic!
Throwing out furniture is very expensive
Sleep Tight can save furniture
Temperature and Time

Temperature that kills

Start Time  2 hours  2 1/2 hours  4 hours

Average Day Temp

Target Temp

Dead bed bugs

Furniture is returned

Temperature that kills
What are we going to charge?

We will use a simple invoice

$25 per piece of furniture
(excluding sleeper sofas & king mattress)
Minimum Heat Treatment fee $200
Minimal fee for pick up and return depending on distance
Add on fee for each flight of stairs
Benefits

* Immediate response to your clients needs
* Logistics, clients don’t need their own vehicle
* Less handling of furniture, only moved when loading & returning back to the home
* LOW COST
* Donated furniture is heat treated before entering the warehouse
* Enhances success rates when using chemicals
* YOU personally can use our services
Sample of uses

* Hospital beds
* Community centers with chairs and sofa in a common area that is contaminated
* Dialysis Centers
* Rental Furniture Companies on returned items
* Thrift Stores & personal purchases
* Antique furniture with fabric that may have damage with Sterifab
* Travelers can drop off their suitcases before opening on their own bed
Clean Team

Working Name

Bed Bug Prep Service
Preparation Service

Empty Dresser Drawers, Closets, Nightstands, Etc.
Remove all Wall hung items and vacuum
Remove switch plates and vacuum
Disassemble the head/foot boards from the frames
Fees for this service?

$45 per hour
Minimum 2 person